
TERMS & CONDITIONS 

OPERATIONAL GUARANTEE 

SURF TRANSFERS

- The offer of 1 surf transfer/day is guaranteed (safe weather permitting)

- The offer of a 2nd transfer is offered if tides permit a second transfer

- The time of the transfer and the conditions of use are clearly communicated to each guest 

- No minimum persons to operate

Single Transfer Child

3-6 Transfers Adult

 3-6 Transfers Child

7 or more Transfers Adult

7 or more Transfers Child

  and departure due to varying surf transfer departure and return times.

- Public transfer times change daily due to tide. Location is chosen by surf guides based on guest abilities and general consensus 

- Adult transfers may be shared with 1 other individual (child or adult) within the same booking/room; 1 transfer/person.

- Children transfers may be shared with other children (not adults) within the same booking/room; parent must accompany the excursion, or a Niyama surf guide hired for private 

guiding/ coaching - Mega Pack  can be cross shared amongst children, adults and 2 rooms.

- Surfers are entitled to surf Vodi any time during their stay at Niyama with no extra cost.

- After each transfer is completed, it is billed to the guest room. Once a bracket is reached, the prior completed transfers are amended to the new discounted price. Example: Pack 

of 3 Surf transfers $162 X 3 = $486net

- Above prices are all in US Dollars and NET prices inclusive of 10% Service charge and 16% GST.

- The recommended season to use surf transfer is March-October - Surf Season.

- Use of pre-purchased  transfers can be used on any day of a guest’s stay, however, it is advised that guests do not expect to participate in a surf transfer on the day of their arrival

SURF TRANSFER  RATE  ( Price Per Transfer)

$215  
$135

$180

$115

$160

$100

Mega Pack with 14 Transfers $1,785

Single Transfer Adult




